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Into the clouds saucedo

Gazing up, you can see the drift by some fluffy bunnies, followed by a fleet of racing sailboats. Finally, the handful of ominous tumbling masses that suddenly roll in ends spend an afternoon gazing at the clouds. So just where do these clouds come from, and how do they make rain, sleet and snow? Before we get into how the clouds work, let's get acquainted with all the different
types of clouds we see drifting overhead. Basically, clouds are differentiated by height and size. The work was pioneered by Luke Howard in the early 19th century. From his work, we now classify clouds in some ways. The most obvious way of understanding this system is to examine the Latin roots of words. The main types of clouds are: Cumulus (pile or pile): Flat on the bottom
with large billowy topsstratus (meaning layer): Spread over small and great distances (meaning curls of hair): wispy and thinNibusm (rain or rainy clouds): Chances of bringing rain don't look much like each other, but they all form through the same basic phases. In this article you will learn about this process, as well as how the clouds rain and why you can see bright blue clouds at
some places during twilight. See slideshowon No one will deny that the first class flight — with its complimentary bubbly, acre legroom and coddling by frequent coping flight attendants — is anything but spectacular. And yet even the most well-taken-care fliers can be heard complaining about air travel and the brutal toll it takes. No matter how good it gets there, they can't moan,
beat it to the comfort of the house, or even a decent hotel room. Edése Doret respectfully disagrees. But then, he will: The designer has carved out a place for himself as a maker of airplane interiors so lux and elegant that passengers are happy to hear the pilot announce they will have a few more times before landing the airport circle. Doret's clients have joined the African oil
conglomerate, the Kuwaiti Air Force, heads of state and even a major Las Vegas hotel hoping to build a casino in the sky. With customers so diverse, she must be stylistically flexible and ready to push all kinds of envelopes. But a recent customer, an international business man living in the Middle East, requested a look for his private Airbus A380-800 that Manhattan-based Doret
had no trouble imagining. He wanted, in short, a loft-up. His wish was of a uniquely modern, minimalist interior, doret says. Having been through several layout options, we decided to create an open plan for the main deck, similar to the scaffolding of New York City, which has ferry and marine interiors. The customer uses the plane as an office, a venue for entertaining and a home
in the sky, often together. Thus the design needs to express many things at once: the seriousness of the purpose, when for customers on board; Relaxing style, for when the meetings were over and it was time for entertainment; And — the toughest pull off in an airplane was the secrecy and opportunity to escape, for when the customer or his guests had enough work (or play)
and just wanted some sleep. Passengers board through what Doret calls an Air Force One air ladder connecting the plane's lower lobe, which inside the plane's communications center and eight crew members are to eat and sleep for space to the tarmac. A spiral staircase leads to the grand lounge of the main deck, the first in a procession of sometimes large seating areas. Here
is the first expression of the subject of Dorate to be found: a sophisticated postmodernism where the coolness of polished chrome and anodized aluminum is balanced by the heat of teak, leather and wool. All this helps keep wood a ground, says Doret without detecting irony. Indeed, the abundance of whites in the main cabin could temporarily scare a passenger into thinking he
had stepped off a plane and be in a cloud. Thus the teak panel flooring is soothing on many levels. A commercial plane can also be forgiven for the best first-class cabin-addicted passenger to move from one of these swivel seats or for upholstered in long celadon-shaded leather. It would be a mistake, as is the Grand Lounge on the other side of the spiral staircase — in fact two
lounges, the first conceived as a cozy theatre, the second as an informal conference room. Also there is a more formal conference room, which comfortably has 14 seats; Remove piles of laptops and paper from tables and credenza, replace them with a chef-ready meal and drink, and you've moved from a business meeting to a dinner party in minutes. Originally the tabletop was
going to be perfectly clear, but we opted for a surface that has more depth. It reflects light up to the roof, which creates a kind of harmony between the two. On the top level, Dorate gave his client a master suite, plus a family dining room with guest rooms, a private office and a galley of his own. In a way, Doret must serve two masters: your client and the Federal Aviation
Administration, about what can and cannot be done on an airplane whose rules are absolutely nonnegotiable. The designer takes great pride in the fact that none of your airplane interiors are the same, even if when you're dealing with a giant cylinder, the layouts are necessarily going to be similar. When asked to name some sources from which he took his design cues for the
project, Doret cites his iPod. It's the kind of comment that sounds, upon hearing it, too glowing to be true. How can an Airbus A380-800 be as large as some compared to some as small as a hand-in-hand MP3 player? But it has something to do. Now playing gadgets like ubiquitous music, The interior is all about clean-line elegance and an intuitive design argument that makes it
immediately accessible. Edése Doret says I got my iPod about at the same time I got this project. I was trying to come up with a concept for insiders, and I just kept looking at the iPod and admiring how simple it was. Good design comes in all sizes and sizes. As cloud computing moves from hype to reality, some broad trends and best practices are emerging when it comes to
debating public cloud versus private cloud deployment. Against private clouds and the case from surveys, it's becoming clear that most enterprises are first looking to the private cloud as a way of playing with cloud tools and concepts in protecting their own secure sandbox. Tech Debate: Cloud: Public or Private? For example, a recent info-tech survey shows that 76% of IT
decision makers will initially focus on the private cloud or, in the case of 33% of respondents, in particular. The bulk of our customers come into private thinking. They want to understand the cloud, and think it's best to get your feet wet within its four walls, says CTO at Capgemini in Coyle, North America. But experts say a better approach is to evaluate factors in specific
applications, security and compliance considerations, and then decide which apps are suitable for the private cloud, as well as which apps can be transferred to the public cloud immediately. Choice of public. Private clouds taking the fast track to private clouds often react to knee-jerk reaction, but not necessarily the right decision, Coyle says. What companies really need to do is
look at each workload to determine what kind of cloud it should be in, he says, by asking the right questions around norms like availability, security and costs, the answer will push the workload to the public or private, or perhaps the community, the cloud. Certainly before moving data to the multitenant public cloud, enterprise IT executives want assurances about classic warnings
around security, availability and accountability of data, john Sloan, lead analyst with information-tech research group, and IT research and advice firm agree. But I stress, those warnings and not necessarily red flags. They're more like yellow flags, he says. That's because what will reassure one company won't come to another calm, Sloan says. The size and type of business of
the company makes a difference. He uses availability as an example. If you are in a small company and don't have an N Plus data center, then the three-nines availability can be good enough for you to do what you run and, in fact, it can also be better than what you can provide internally. So from that viewpoint, a public cloud service would be perfectly acceptable, says Sloan. But
if you're in a big venture with a large N Plus data center and you have five-nine availability are giving Or core applications, you dismiss the public cloud for your most important stuff because it can't beat what you've already got, he says. And just as private versus private doesn't need to be a either/or offer, there are still other models, such as the private cloud, or hybrid cloud that
provide additional options and flexibility for companies moving to the cloud. If you have major security and privacy issues, and you don't want to build your own gated community within your private cloud, a virtual private cloud, public cloud universe, there's an option. The model turned out to be the right answer for the rapidly growing national participation of United Capital Financial
Partners, private wealth advisers. When we started looking, we thought, well, we needed a cloud — everyone says we need one. That's the word, says Brandon Gage, senior vice president of technology at the 250-person Newport Beach, Calif., company. But the more Gage examined the idea of building a private cloud, the less possible considerations became, he says. The level
of expertise we need at home is not meant for a company of our size to do so, and it also does not make sense for our road map for the next three to five years. What we really needed was a partner that already did all the heavy lifting, audited an SAS-70 data center, had reference clients and could deliver the experience our users deserve, Gage says. Now United Capital stores
its data in a virtual private cloud, located on a collaboration facility, using a file-management and collaboration service from Synclicity. I'm not lying. It makes me look like a rock star - our cost savings have been in that incredible, 65% to 70% range, and we're only in a year, says Gage. Also, he says, users report a much better experience getting on their data and, since we're
getting rid of the server, my IT guys are not running around to enter all day and make sure it or that's fixed. Taking a separate attack is the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, which has a private cloud, and has no intention of ever moving to the public cloud because of safety and patient privacy concerns. If I made the decision to put patient data in a
public cloud and there's a crack, then the patient is much more likely to go after me as the person who made the decision and an Amazon or My Institution from Microsoft, says Lynn Vogel, vice president and CIO at MD Anderson Cancer Center. They'd be wrapped up with those for years, he says. So we have an important security concern that really takes us away from thinking
about public cloud resources. What's more, he suggests, the profitability consciousness of a public cloud provider could conflict with how much it would be willing to spend on data security. Public cloud companies are making money in businesses, as they Maybe. It's perfectly suitable, but ... If someone is taking shortcuts to protect the bottom line, I don't want to be in the middle,
says Vogel. Still, additional information from tech survey data shows that most enterprise IT executives expect some sort of future in the public cloud, Sloan says. When asked where they see public cloud services over the next three to five years, for example, 70% of IT decision-makers said it would actually be a place where data, applications and processes are selected. The
variation on CloudVimeo, an online-video sharing site, finds great importance in getting infrastructure from Amazon Web Services (AWS) as a service (IAAS). The scalability and on-demand cost models available with AWS Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and Simple Storage Service (S3) work well for the up-and-down nature of workloads placed in the cloud, says Peter MacArthur,
director of backend engineering for The New York Company, a subsidiary of internet giant IAC. At one time Vimeo relied exclusively on a managed hosting service, but about three and a half years ago it moved all of its web site infrastructure into an internal IAC data center and transcoding its videos and uploading services on EC2 and S3. We started with EC2 because it was so
easy. We could have signed up with a credit card and we didn't have much work to do in the way of the forecast, macArthur says. At the time, the difference between our peak and off-peak transcoding volume was huge, and so scalability was important. Vimeo uses between 150 and 200 EC2 instances during peak hours and around 90 off-hours today, to support transcoding and
upload tens of thousands of videos each day, MacArthur says. We love it. Vimeo's video workloads, however, do not cause concern on matters such as data privacy and information security — two of the biggest barriers to public cloud use. And there are companies that see their future, especially in the public cloud. Such is the case on AMAG Pharmaceuticals, which is working to
offload all applications and data to the public cloud. And while AMAG faces an application whose security requirements make it unfair to the public cloud, they use an external or host private cloud, says Nate McBride, executive IT director at Lexington, Mass. Coyle sums up the private public dilemma this way: If an enterprise really looks at bringing its technology environment to
the cloud, it's nearly 100% over with some sort of hybrid, if it really wants to get it right. Schultz is a longtime IT writer and editor. You can reach him on bschultz5824@gmail.com. Read more about the data center in the Data Center section of Network World. This story, public cloud vs. private cloud: Why not both? Originally published by Network World. Copyright © 2011 IDG Inc.
Inc. Inc.
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